AM41 Tilt - Swivel

Bookshelf Speaker Wall Mount

PINPOINT
Audio - Video Mounts

Features:
• Mounts Bookshelf and Monitor speakers
• Adjustable side clamping design for
speakers from 5.5” - 12” wide
• Max Weight Load: 50 lbs
• Tilt Angle: ±10°
• Swivel: ±90°
• Material: Steel
• Mounts 2 Speakers
• Color: Black
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The AM-41 Side Clamping Bookshelf Speaker Mount is a stylish wall mount that can help you get the best sound out of a
bookshelf-style speaker when mounting them to a wall. Recommended for speaker owners who did not receive a factorysupplied mount, have built in amplifiers such as studio monitors or have speakers that do not have a mounting attachment
point on the back of the speaker.
This side clamping bookshelf speaker wall mount can be tilted down up to 10 degrees and can swivel 90 degrees left or right.
Side clamping design works well with oversized or curved front speakers and can accommodate a speaker that measures 5.5
to 12" wide.
Additional features include wire management channel cutouts on the wall plate allowing speaker wire to be run directly
behind the mount, even when mounted to a wood stud for a clean, professional appearance. The Provided non-marking and
non-slip isolation pads hold the speaker securely without marring the finish and additional security screws are provided for a
more permanent installation if desired.
Installation times are greatly reduced thanks to the Keyhole Slotted mounting plate that allows for fast leveling and the
ability to install the speaker onto the mount before attaching the mount to the wall. Large lag type bolts insure a strong solid
connection to the wall and high weight handling up to 50 lbs.
Constructed from high quality steel and competed in a smooth satin black powder coated finish for long life and durability.
Each AM41 comes with a pair of wall mounts for mounting a Pair of speakers and a 5 year limited warranty.

Model: AM41-Black
Unit Weight: 6.6 lbs
UPC: 893871002309
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